
Teachers Workshop-December2022 

The role of teachers in society is both significant and valuable. They are one of 

the main pillars of a sound and progressive society. Apart from parents, they 

bear the responsibility of teaching,nurturing knowledge and good values in the 

children. It is rightly said that ‘a teacher plays a key role in shaping our future’. 

Based on these thoughts KuruomVidyalayaorganized a one-day teacher’s 

workshop with Dr. (Mrs.) AparnaDhirKhandelwal, Assistant Professor, School of 

Indic Studies, INADS USA on 1st December, 2022. 

 

(Kuruom Staff During workshop with Dr.AparnaDhirKhandelwal) 

She told that each profession occupies a specific niche in society   doctors 

heal, engineers design and bankers handle our money. Teaching,however 

stands out as a subsumptive entity. At a preliminary stage, teachers in still the 

transcendent faculties of communication, decision making and awareness of 

social responsibilities. Later in life, no matter which field we choose to pursue, 

we again turn to teachers for training. A strong information base and well 

developed capabilities of comprehension and analysis are critical for progress. 

These crucial responsibilities of inculcating knowledge, kindling inspiration and 

encouraging creative thought are all vested in the teacher. Keeping in mind the 

increasing trend of both parents working long hours,the teacher is also 

expected to build a strong moral character and provide emotional support.  

Thus,the teacher has to build a rapport with the student and be simultaneously 

approachable and authoritative. His/her role encompasses that of an 

instructor,friend,role model and confidant. 



Also, she explained how teaching profession brings self-satisfaction to the 

teacher who is teaching whole-heartedly to his/her students. Ultimately lead 

the teacher to healthy life and achievement of mental peace. This workshop 

guided teachers to feel confident and passionate about their profession. 

Miss AnujaSinha, Director TCN Media also shared their valuable thoughts and 

said that teachers are the mentor of society and such types of workshops can 

helpful to enhance their skills. 

The workshop had active participation from teachers who shared their 

experiences and problems with Dr.AparnaKhandelwal and she tried to solve 

their doubts during the session.   

 


